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My experiences have been unique.  My programs are based on real-life 
experiences and what I have learned along the way…
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I know…



The FBI’s recently-released “Active Shooter 
Incidents in the United States in 2018” report 
reveals that, of twenty-seven events designated 
active shooter incidents in 2018, sixteen occurred 
in businesses - the highest proportion of business-
related incidents since the FBI defined it 
classification criteria.

Why are we doing this?



The incidents that received the highest profiles 
were the tragic events at the Marjory Stoneman 
Douglas High School, the Santa Fe High School, 
and the Tree of Life Synagogue. 

Actually, shootings in places like this are rare.
Unfortunately, our political climate is creating an 
inaccurate perception of where the real threat 
lies.

It is about you



This subject is not about gun control.

This subject is about people with serious issues 
that arrive at a point in their lives where they 
wish to harm others.

This is not about gun control



The term “active shooter” is not correct.
These are dynamic events.

“Active shooter” or “Active Killer” names a 
perpetrator of a type of mass murder marked by 
rapidity, scale, randomness and often suicide.

This is NOT an accurate description.

Terminology



Spork Attack
The Dept of Homeland Security defines an 
active shooter as "an individual actively 
engaged in killing or attempting to kill people in 
a confined and populated area; in most cases, 
active shooters use firearms and there is no 
pattern or method to their selection of victims.

We are discussing dynamic events perpetrated 
by anyone with ANYTHING.



Soft Targets
Most attacks and dynamic events occur on soft 
targets.

The less training, the less security and the less 
preparation the better for the attacker.

This makes corporations extremely vulnerable as 
everyone that is an employee knows how soft the 
target really is.



The worst 20 minutes of your life
In most instances, shooters commit suicide, are shot 
by police, or surrender when confrontation with 
responding law enforcement becomes unavoidable, 
and active shooter events are often over in 10 to 15 
minutes.

The average length of time from dispatch to when 
police breach the facility is 12 to 18 minutes.

Do the math.



Don’t wait to hear gunshots
There has been a worldwide increase in firearm and 
non-firearm-based Mass Casualty Attacks (including 
attacks with vehicles, explosives, incendiary devices, 
stabbings, slashings and even acid attacks. 



The Attacker (The Active Shooter)



An AS executes a random or systematic shooting spree
The objective is damage and death, not a criminal act
Usually perceives the attack as “fixing a wrong”
Generally has a “hit list” or target
Usually takes out targets of opportunity along the way
Not concerned about dying (nothing to lose)
Usually does not stop until stopped

What is an active shooter?



Mentally unstable
Disgruntled customer
Disgruntled employee
Domestic spillover
Impacted financially somewhere else
Rejected or hurt by an industry
Robbery gone bad

The Why



An active shooter does not have to be IN the building!
Stay alert when arriving or leaving work!







Don’t be afraid to call 911… even if you’re not sure.



Fantasy
Planning
Preparation
Approach
Implementation

5 Phases of an AS



Hunters vs. Howlers
Howlers make overt threats, draw attention, frighten 
others intentionally

Hunters develop a hidden plan, acquire the tools to harm 
others, work in stealth, and attack with little or no 
warning

“Howlers don’t hunt and Hunters don’t howl. When 
Howlers start to hunt, they are no longer Howlers.”

See/Hear something…SAY SOMETHING!



Hunters vs. Howlers
Howlers make overt threats, draw attention, frighten others 
intentionally.

Hunters develop a hidden plan, acquire the tools to harm 
others, work in stealth, and attack with little or no warning.

“Howlers don’t hunt and Hunters don’t howl. When Howlers 
start to hunt, they are no longer Howlers.”

See/Hear something…SAY SOMETHING!



Historically…
1966   Charles Whitman Texas Tower Massacre  (Brain Tumor)
1984   James Hubberty San Ysidro McDonalds  (Mental Illness)
1997 Larry Phillips & Emil Matasareanu N. Hollywood Bank  (Robbery)
1999 Harris and Klebold   Columbine High School  (Personal vendetta)
2000 Ronald Taylor   Wilkinsburg PA McDonalds and Burger King  (Racial)
2007 Cho Seung Hui   Virginia Tech   (Romance/domestic dispute)
2008 Robert Hawkins   Omaha VonMaur Dept Store  (Was fired)
2008 Charles Thornton   Kirkwood, MO City Council    (Issues with City)
2010   Patrick Sharp  McKinney, TX Police Department   (Cop hater)     



Be prepared for anything
Could be ANYONE (there is no known profile for an active shooter)

Most often happens in the AM

At a business can be the result of a robbery gone bad

Stay alert to surroundings and situations all the time

Be mentally prepared for different violent scenarios
armed individuals/bombs
chemical, radiation, and biological threats
verbal or written threats



What makes you unique?
Prison close by?
Mental institution close by?
Remote location?
Near an interstate?
Anti-Police rhetoric and action is on the rise in your area?
Immigration issues are a hot topic!
Unrest nationwide is stirring anger. 
The opioid epidemic.
Gang growth.



What to do
Remember that these situations evolve QUICKLY
Shooters are unpredictable

Law Enforcement has historically been required to stop 
them

Arrival of police and EMS on the scene is not immediate

Be prepared mentally and physically to deal with the 
situation until help arrives 



What to do
Try Not To Freak Out

How To Calm Down 
Deep breaths
How would your hero handle it?

Staying Calm Helps
Think more clearly
Victims remain calm
The situation requires a leader

Prioritize
Allocate tasks 
Need more than just you?



Call 911 for outside help
if you can safely do so
leave line open if cannot talk

Alert others onsite: intercom, phone, page, or the code

What to do contd.



RUN   HIDE   FIGHT






If you are NOT in the line of fire,
RUN or HIDE

Be quiet and remain calm. 
Silence your cell phone
Take several deep breaths and review what to do

Make the decision to hide or escape

Assess if you can help others while hiding or escaping



If you are going to HIDE…
Keep yourself safe

Move to secure area 
Lock door/barricade it 
Hide

behind large furniture
in a large wall vent 
in the bathroom 

Turn off sources of noise 
Close the blinds
Question someone asking for entry 



If you can, treat any injuries that are 
life-threatening

This may not always be an 
option, but the number of 
victims could outnumber EMS 
when they first arrive.

Apply this same rule to ANY 
disasters such as a tornado.



Use what you can. Seconds count!

Christopher Hansen



Get first aid training! (This ain’t it!)
An adult could easily lose 40% of their blood volume in 3-4 minutes and this could be 
even quicker when dealing with children.

Tourniquets should be used when direct pressure is either not possible or ineffective

Spurting or pulsating blood
Bright red color

Steady slow flow
Dark red color  

Slow trickle



Why a tourniquet?
When direct pressure is not practical

Are there multiple people with life-threatening injuries who need care?

Are there multiple traumatic injuries requiring attention in addition to 
bleeding?

Is the scene unsafe or does it become unsafe?

Is the injured person or their limb trapped in a confined space, making 
the wound inaccessible?



How to use your tourniquet…
WARNING: Tourniquets can be painful. Warn the person before starting if you can.

Step One
Cut or remove the clothing so the tourniquet can be on the bare skin if at all possible

Step Two
Place the tourniquet 2 inches above the wound and NOT on a joint



Step by step…



After you have applied the tourniquet…
If bleeding continues or restarts, tighten the tourniquet.

DO NOT REMOVE IT.

Source:  American Red Cross, Tactical Medical Solutions, Tramedic 2019



Remember the shooter will not stop until objectives are met or is engaged 
by police

Is escape best option?
Where is the shooter?
Multiple shooters? 
Can you get out immediately undetected?
Advise police of shooter

If you are going to ESCAPE…



Where is the MUSTER POINT?
This should be a designated spot that will be out of the way of ANY law 
enforcement or rescue personnel and should be a larger area you use in the 
event of ANY evacuation such as a fire or bomb threat.

Have a secondary MUSTER POINT in case of a natural disaster that may 
destroy your first choice





If you are going to ESCAPE…
Evacuate area using designated exit path 

Hug the wall
Check around corners first
Whether or not others agree to follow
Leave all your belongings

Help others escape

Alert others you come across



If you are going to ESCAPE…
You are part of a team

Assist others in need

Help others escape with you

Escape yourself even if they are too afraid to try



You have two choices if shooter is at close range: fight or comply

NOBODY can make this decision for you

How you respond will be based on:
The actual situation and what is possible,  
 How many of you/they there are
 Your personality/background
 Victim camaraderie 
 Feelings of moral responsibility

It is your choice but keep in mind it will take time for police to arrive,                              
assemble, and enter

If you are in the line of fire…



Ultimately, it is YOUR life.
Some food for thought…

On January 3rd, 2019, a federal judge said Broward schools and the Sheriff’s Office were 
not responsible for protecting students during the February shooting at Marjory 
Stoneman Douglas High School.

U.S. District Judge Beth Bloom ruled liability only applies to incarcerated prisoners or 
those who are involuntarily committed, not students “with the ability to take care of 
themselves.”

“Neither the Constitution nor state law impose a general duty upon police officers or 
other governmental officials to protect individual persons from harm…”



If you comply…
Do what the shooter says

Keep your hands where they can be seen

No sudden movements to draw attention or alarm AS

Avoid eye contact unless you are being addressed

Be quiet and remember your life may depend on being calm



If you are gonna fight…
Your chance of survival may be greater if you incapacitate the shooter 
but please first consider:

How many shooters are there?
How many of you are there?
How many of you will commit to an attack?
What objects do you have available to disable the person?
Do any of you have military training or experience handling firearms?
Does the group have a plan?
Are your odds good?



If you are gonna fight…
Never attempt to wrestle a gun away from someone pointing it at you

The closer you are to the shooter the better the chances of overcoming them

Chance of survival is greater when you
 are behind or out of vision of shooter
 incapacitate the shooter
 improvise a weapon 
throw heavy, blunt or sharp object
hit shooter with something heavy 
use cart to shove them down or door open
jump on them 
stab them with letter opener, scissors, or exacto knife



If this will be a group attack…
Use the code if you know victims or try to preplan

Opportunity may be obvious to incapacitate and overcome AS

Go for the gun if you are not in the line of fire

Try to knock them down & then… 
Try to get on them
Go for hands, eyes, personals

You must COMMIT 
100% as a group



When it is over…
ALWAYS keep hands where law enforcement can see them!

Be prepared for the “hostage corridor”

Don’t expect to go home right away

Do not talk to the press

Call ONE family member

Stay off social media

Eat and drink when available



The Robbery



Robbery
Robberies have changed a lot over the last 20 years

Then…
Drug addicts needing money
Did not used to assault or rob customers directly
Now… 
There is use of more disguises and gloves
Greater usage of guns



Profile of a Bank Robber
Likely to be a young, repeat offender male
Usually unemployed
Statistically non-white as opposed to white
Most may be addicted to some type of controlled substance
Most do not do a lot of “casing” before hand
Some use some type of disguise

One study identified that a weapon was threatened in 95% of the 
robberies reviewed. 
A weapon was actually observed 64% of the these cases.  
In 76% of these cases it was a handgun



Understanding the Robber
There needs to be motivation, opportunity, and ability on 
part of perpetrator.
Needs a reasonable expectation of escape, and low 
probability for detection and apprehension.
Robbers fall into three categories: the amateur, the 
intermediate, and the professional.
Most of today’s robberies are the first two.
Method of attack will vary.



Robberies can be prevented
FIRST EMPLOYEE ARRIVING

SURVEY THE OUTSIDE
CHECK INSIDE FOR ANYTHING OUT OF PLACE

KEEP WINDOWS AND DOORS CLEAR
MINIMIZE THE AMOUNT OF CASH IN DRAWERS AND VAULTS
KNOW YOUR CUSTOMERS AND CLIENTELE
BE ALERT FOR SUSPICIOUS PERSONS WHO MAY BE CASING YOUR LOCATION
CHECK WORKMAN’S CREDENTIALS
SECURE VAULTS 
SECURE THE EXTERIOR DOORS
AFTER CLOSING, ADMIT ONLY VERIFIED PERSONS
LAST TO LEAVE, INSPECT THE PREMISES
ESTABLISH A RELATIONSHIP WITH LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT



During a robbery
STAY CALM

VICTIM SAFETY IS NUMBER ONE IN IMPORTANCE
TELLERS ARE 40% MORE LIKELY TO BE INJURED IF 
THEY RESIST

FOLLOW ROBBER’S INSTRUCTIONS

EXPLAIN YOUR MOVEMENTS

TRY TO KEEP ROBBERY DEMAND NOTE



During a robbery contd.
NOTICE UNCHANGEABLE FEATURES OF ROBBER

NOTICE HEIGHT AND BUILD

OBSERVE METHOD OF ESCAPE
GET LICENSE PLATE IF POSSIBLE
GET DESCRIPTION OF VEHICLE
GET DIRECTION OF TRAVEL



After a robbery
REPORT TO THE POLICE
PRESERVE THE CRIME SCENE
DESIGNATE AN EMPLOYEE TO MEET POLICE
LOCK THE DOORS
ADVISE EMPLOYEES/CUSTOMERS TO STAY FOR INTERVIEW
ENSURE WITNESSES DO NOT TALK TO EACH OTHER
DO NOT ALLOW WITNESSES TO VIEW VIDEOTAPE
SECURE REMAINING CASH
ISOLATE THE CRIME SCENE
SECURE SURVEILLANCE TAPE
CONTACT CORPORATE SECURITY
SET UP INTERVIEW ROOMS
FILL OUT NECESSARY FORMS
DO NOT COMMUNICATE TO THE PRESS



Give a description
W/M (25-30)
5-10
150
DARK BROWN/BLACK OVER EARS
EYES - D/S
COMP - FAIR
BUILD - MEDIUM
FACIAL HAIR - CLEAN SHAVEN
GLASSES - WIRE FRAMED AVIATOR SUNGLASSES
CLOTHING - GREEN LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT, WHITE T-SHIRT,

BLUE JEANS, BLACK SHOES
WEAPON - BLACK SEMI AUTO
BAG - WHITE CANVAS, WRITING ON BOTTOM
JEWELRY - GOLD NECKLACE
ACCENT - NONE
OVERALL APPEARANCE - CLEAN



Last thoughts…
Don’t be a hero
Just because you have a great staff…

Clientele, Ex-Girlfriends, Ex-Husbands
First Responder Kit
Blood Type

Assess your facility
Create a culture of dignity and respect
Create a culture of civility
Pay attention to warning signs



One last thought…
If someone or something (including a phone conversation or experience) leaves 
you uncomfortable or uneasy, contact your local Police Department.

The rule is:

IF YOU SEE/HEAR SOMETHING…
SAY SOMETHING!



©2018 E. G. WEISS & Associates, Eldora, Iowa
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